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With final Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) regulations now in force, the need for compliance officers, tax advisors, counsel and other strategists to design a plan of action for the enterprise is imperative. Releasing in May 2013, this first edition of *LexisNexis Guide to FATCA Compliance* will provide the financial enterprise's FATCA compliance officer the tools for developing a best practices compliance strategy, starting with determining what information is needed for planning the meetings with outside FATCA experts.

- **Fully examines the final Treasury regulations** issued in January 2013
- **Analysis of the regulations, recognition of overlapping complex regime and intergovernmental agreement requirements is balanced with substantive analysis and descriptive examples**
- **Contributors hail from several countries and an offshore financial center**, and include attorneys, accountants, information technology engineers, and risk managers from large, medium and small firms and from large financial institutions
- **Challenges of the FATCA compliance officer are approached from several perspectives and contextual backgrounds**
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